
 I can’t believe she [hung / hanged] up on me like that! 

 The boy [hung / hanged] his head in shame. 

 She told me she [hung / hanged] the clothes out to dry,

but I don’t see them anywhere. 

 The citizens were all unanimous in their decision and [hung

/ hanged] the serial killer. 

 The new maid [hung / hanged] the curtains like the

mistress asked her to. 

 The homesteaders typically [hung / hanged] their onions

and garlic in bunches. 

 It’s sad to hear the many teenagers who’ve [hung /

hanged] themselves in the past year.

 He finished his latest painting and [hung / hanged] it up to

dry. 

 The ancient warriors [hanged / hung] their captives and

then [hanged / hung] their heads on poles to display their

prize. 

 Anna created a great macrame display and [hung /

hanged] it on the wall.

Hanged or Hung Quiz

Test your understanding of the different uses of hanged vs.

hung in this quiz below. Circle the correct word in the brackets: 
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ANSWER KEY

 I can’t believe she hung up on me like that! 

 The boy hung his head in shame. 

 She told me she hung the clothes out to dry, but I don’t see

them anywhere. 

 The citizens were all unanimous in their decision and

hanged the serial killer. 

 The new maid hung the curtains like the mistress asked

her to. 

 The homesteaders typically hung their onions and garlic in

bunches. 

 It’s sad to hear the many teenagers who’ve hanged

themselves in the past year.

 He finished his latest painting and hung it up to dry. 

 The ancient warriors hanged their captives and then hung

their heads on poles to display their prize. 

 Anna created a great macrame display and hung it on the

wall.
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